GoForGood
Summer Edition:

Safety
Scavenger Hunt!

Directions: Follow the Safety Scavenger Hunt trail below. When you get to a stop, read the clue and
think about what the object/thing might be. When you figured it out, walk or bike to object and take a
selfie with the object/thing behind you! If you come across a stop that is not accessible to you or you
are unsure of what it is, skip to the next! Don’t forget to post your pictures on our GoForGood app or
on social media tagging us @transoptions to see if you got the riddles correct!
While filling out your Scavenger Hunt Check List, please remember to follow the rules of the road and
practice social distancing! This includes staying 6ft apart from people not in your household.

Start here! Don’t forget to take
pictures of each object when you
figure out the clue! So let’s get
walking and biking toward our first
stop!

Stop 1: We arrived at our first stop! Take a
picture of the object that helps you across
the block! It is painted on the road that
helps us walk through, but always
remember to look left then right too!

Stop 2: The next object we seek
helps with the flow of traffic. Cars
and bikes come to a complete stop
before continuing passing. One
more hint comes within this clue,
check the shape of this riddle and it
might come to you!

Next Page!

Continue Here!
Stop 4: The next thing we capture
you can show off your creativity.
Ride or walk to a trail or park and
take a picture of the scenery!

Stop 5: The next
object includes
speed, do you see
where this is
going? Take a
picture of the sign
that tells people
how fast they
should be going!

Stop 7: The next object
might be a little bit
further. It flashes red,
yellow, or green to let
cars and bikes through
the intersection!

Stop 10: The last stop we have
might not include travel,
download our GoForGood app to
post and log travel!

Stop 3: When we ride in the
street we remember our
safety tips, we look out for
road debris like rocks,
leaves, and branches. Take
a picture of road hazards
that might be unsafe for us
to ride over!

Stop 6: During our ride take in
some nature, fill in the blank and
take this as your next picture!
“April showers, bring May
______________”

Stop 8: We walk and bike to help save our
planet, take a picture of the object that
produces the most greenhouse gases!

Stop 9: Before we complete our safety
scavenger hunt, if you are walking or biking
take a selfie of your helmet or shoes on!

